
CLOSING OF THE GREENS IS COMING 

 

At this time of year most bowling clubs in Ontario have had a good season and are 

starting to think about closing our greens, and what we can do to improve our 

greens for next year. 

One suggestion I have is to spend some time checking out some of the concerns 

you have had during this past summer: should it be runs on your greens, slow 

greens, bare areas where grass wore out, dollar spots, algae, etc.  

Meet with your committee and discuss a plan on how you are going to deal with 

your concerns. 

 

Most clubs will close their greens after Thanksgiving weekend. We used to have a 

meeting with the greens committee prior to shut down and pick an actual date 

when we were going to close the greens, order the sand, etc. 

If you don’t have your own equipment, aerator, verticutter, flexible steel mat, sand 

spreader, garden tractor or golf cart, then you have to hire a contractor to do it for 

you. You do not want to wait too late as these contractors are quite busy this time 

of year working on golf course. 

 

ON CLOSING YOUR GREENS 

 

The first thing you want to do is a good verticutting a couple of days before you 

aerate. (The least amount of thatch on your greens the better). You might have to 

verticut both ways, it will depend on how many times you verticut during the 

bowling season. 

 

Remove all thatch from the surface of the green. Next use the aerator. On our 

aerator we used ½ inch hollow tines. This seems to be the choice of most golf 

course greens and bowling greens.  

 

The proper way to aerate is from corner to corner. It will take longer to do it this 

way but it is better. The aerator has wide tires on it and it is extremely heavy. If you 

aerate the same way you bowl it will cause some ruts and next spring when you 

bowl your bowl will follow these ruts. Make sure if you hire a contractor explain to 

him why you want him to aerate from corner to corner. Remove all plugs from the 

greens. You can use a wide mouth snow shovel to pick the cores. All cores should 

be discarded. 

 

Next comes spreading the sand, if you hired a contractor he will have his own sand 

spreader but if you do it yourself use a wheelbarrow and shovel to spread the sand. 



If you only have one green it can be done, but you will need a good crew of willing 

bodies. One green will take at least 5 tons of pure sand to fill all the holes.   

 

Once the sand has been spread use the flexible steel mat, pulled by a garden tractor 

or golf cart and keep dragging until all holes are full. It is important to fill all the 

holes, if holes are not filled they will collapse and cause low spots especially along 

the plinth.  Spread sand with a shovel over the holes and let the sand dry, then use 

the back of a garden rake or a push broom (works well for small area) to fill the 

holes that are left after you drag the whole green with the flexible mat. 

 

  Now is a good time to use the rigid drag to level your green it will take the sand 

from the high spots and deposit it in the low spots. 

 

To see how to level your greens by using the rigid drag go back to the August 

eBANTER. 

 

Have a good fall season and hope to see you at the fall meeting in Peterborough on 

October 22. 

 

CHARLES ROACH 
OLBA GREEN CHAIRMAN 


